The U. S. National Institutes of Health has proven that RF radiation causes cancer.

So why are telecoms pushing more RF radiation?
(and why are CA legislators helping them?)

It wasn’t equivocal or even debatable. The scientists who looked at the data from the 10-year, $30 million-dollar NIH study were sure. The long held (and heavily promoted) belief that RF radiation wasn’t harmful was wrong. Full stop.

So why aren’t we demanding safer, less powerful phones and tablets for kids? Why are we instead funding schools to install even more wireless technology?

Why are we allowing telecoms to install more of their wireless antennas right near homes and apartments where families live? Why aren’t we closing the digital divide with fiberoptic connections that are safer, faster, cheaper and more secure for everyone?

These are questions only California legislators can and should answer. And the time to ask them is right now.

Use this section to create your Call to Action such as
“Call Senator Dodd today - here’s his number:”

or contact us and we’ll do it for you.

This flyer was produced by Americans for Responsible Technology, a national non-profit coalition of local grassroots organizations.